
SOCKPUPPETS AND FRANKLINITES (2 pages) 
 

A list of various online identities used by Rosalind Miriam Franklin to attack 
others, or to show apparent ‘independent support’ for herself or her 

businesses; or, to post misleading messages in support of one of her other 
false identities such as the end-times-prophet ‘Miriam’ Franklin 

 
The list below does not include the dozens of false ID’s used to post glowing testimonials on the Diggory 
Press website before it was shut down, nor the multiple online identities created daily by Mrs Franklin to 
cover her tracks. In many of the below cases we have IP addresses confirming they came from the 
same source. In other cases the ‘author’ somehow has insider knowledge that could only have come 
directly from Mrs Franklin; in other examples the spelling, grammar and syntax is clearly identifiable. 
However, in all cases, the named poster has either refused to prove their identity, ignored the request, 
or lied further about their identity. Features in italics have been disputed by certain third parties, but 
unfortunately, the individuals themselves – as well as these ‘third parties’ who have indignantly claimed 
these listings are erroneous, have not as yet categorically disproved that they are not sockpuppets of 
Mrs Franklin. 
 
‘Franklinites’ is a newly-devised term to describe (possibly?) well-intentioned, but naïve supporters of 
‘Miriam’ the end-times-prophetess, who have inadvertently become embroiled in this drama. Worthy of 
note is ‘peacebringer’ (aka Tim Blake) who I regret to say has, in my opinion, made serious errors of 
judgement in (i) allowing Mrs Franklin and various clandestine ‘others’ to misuse his ‘peacebringer’ blog, 
and (ii) has erred in publicly castigating me for supposed ‘deception’ for compiling this list. Although as 
of March 2010 Tim Blake has withdrawn any public support of Mrs Franklin, and has also apologised for 
some of his previous online comments, I remain deeply troubled that apparently sincere people would 
go to battle on Mrs Franklin’s behalf, before doing their research properly.   
 

Auntiecarol123 
FloridaOranges 
Joy 
Barry K 
Christbabe 
Ben Webb 
ItsHellWithoutJesus 
Irene 
Richard 
Chris 
Hopesome 
Steve Morgan 
Hey 
Goliath 
SongOfSolomon 
Me 
MyBelovedIsMine 
AbbaFather 
Maria Ferrera 
EndTimesWord 

Wordsmith 
Defender of Truth 
Richard Green 
AriseMyLove 
Helper 
Ester 
Anonymous 
Hopesome 
Speaking Truth 
WantingTheTruth 
MyAllOrNothing 
Frustrated 
Holy Smoke 
Disgusted 
Hannah 
Recognising The Truth 
Servant 
Barry Koh 
Simpleton 
Pardner 

Recogniser of TRUTH 
rahab is just an evil..  
OBSERVER 
Repent 
Okramsey 
Anon 
Paddy Wack 
PursuerOfIntegrity 
J D Davies 
Loving Sister 
Sleuth For Truth 
Inquisitor 
The Inquisitor  
Father Ted  
James 
Wondereraround 
Amazed 
*Dr Alan Strong 

 
 
* Dr Alan Strong (real name of a Mormon author – but no records of any affiliation with Diggory Press – 
despite supposedly posting in their defence as having had 2 books published by Diggory?) 

 
May 2009; Mrs Franklin now masks her false identities behind ‘anonymous’ software designed to 
prevent other online users knowing where she is posting from. We suspect there are dozens more 
aliases, and will update the site as-and-when we uncover them. Meanwhile, if anyone has any reason to 
object to any name being listed here – please email me with your reasons and proofs. Thank you.* 
 
Feb 2010: Mrs Franklin has re-launched two new defamatory websites under various guises. One is 
immediately pulled from circulation, but the legal technicalities of webhosting seem to be allowing her to 
continue her defamatory activities after simply removing her targets’ first names from a number of 
posts.. Hopefully the webshosters will do the responsible thing sooner rather than later.. 
 



March 2010: Readers should be made aware that certain third parties who have also been exposed on 
the Rogues Gallery have a vested interest in joining forces with Mrs Franklin in her various contrived 
attempts to destroy the good names and reputations of those of us who have exposed them. I now have 
reason to believe that some of the sockpuppets on the list above are indeed these individuals; KB, GB, 
JPB, MKA, NF etc in disguise.. But whatever attacks are levelled at us does not alter the fact that these 
are proven rogues and fraudsters whose motives for attempting to discredit their detractors is painfully 
transparent. 
 
* Please note: If anyone has any objection to any of these names being listed in association with a 
proven fraudster and criminal – please email me in the strictest confidence at stmphd@mail.com with 
your comments and proofs, and I will do my best to accommodate your concerns. 
 
Kind regards,  
 
Stephen 


